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Existence of the Greek Letter Elements
in the Stable Homotopy Groups
of J?(w)#-Localized Spheres
By
Katsumi SHIMOMURA* and Masaaki YOKOTANI**

Abstract
Let E*'*(X) denote the l?2-term of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence converging to
the homotopy groups of X. We can define the Greek letter elements in E*'*(LnS°) in the
same way as those in E*'*(S°). We show that these of E*'*(LnS°) are permanent cycles, though
we know little for E%'*(S°).

§ 1.

Introduction

Let BP denote the Brown-Peterson spectrum whose homotopy groups
are Z(P) [vis v2, •••] over the Hazewinkel generators vn's. By the insight of
Toda's construction of V(3) [T], Z. Yosimura and the first named author
constructed a BP version of Toda's construction [SY]. In [SY], it is studied
the LM-local spectrum YJ whose £»P^-homology is v» 1BP^. / W(J) for
an invariant regular sequence of length only n. Here n is a positive integer
and Ln is the Bousfield localization with respect to the spectrum Vn 1 BP,
which is the same one with respect to the Johnson-Wilson spectrum
Here n+(E(n)) = Zw[vl9 •• -9vH9 V n 1 ] .
In this paper, we show that [SY] is applied for the case that the length
of the sequence J is less than n, and obtain

E(n).

Theorem 1.1. Let n and m be integers such that 0<m<n and
n + n<2p. Then there exists a spectrum YJ such that
2
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as E(n) ^-module.
F. Adams introduced the first Greek letter elements in the stable
homotopy groups of spheres, and then the second and the third Greek letter
elements were defined by H. Toda, L. Smith, S. Oka and so on. In their
paper [MRW], H. Miller, D. Ravenel and S. Wilson defined the general
Greek letter elements in the £"2-term of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence
based on BP converging to the stable homotopy groups of spheres. For
the Greek letter elements given earlier in the stable homotopy, the
corresponding elements in the £"2-term agree with the newly defined Greek
letter elements in the E^-term. Toda and et al's Greek letter elements are
based on the spectrum XJ such that BP^(XJ) = BP^/ (J).
In most cases, it is still unknown whether or not those Greek letter
elements in the l£2-term survive to E^, though we know that some of each
n-th Greek letter elements are permanent cycles by a result of [HS].
Here we show that the Greek letter elements are all permanent cycles
after replacing the sphere spectrum by the Lw-localized spheres under some
condition on n. We define the Greek letter elements g(Jm) in the E2-term
for an invariant regular sequence Jm with m<n by the image of a composition
of connecting homomorphisms associated to Jm (see (5.1)). We denote the
corresponding homotopy element by a(J m ) (see (5.4)). As Theorem 1.1, we
have an analogous spectrum YJ to XJ if we replace BP by E(ri). So in
the same way as the construction of Toda and et al's Greek letter elements,
we obtain
Theorem 1.2.
Let n and m be non-negative integers with m<n and
n -\-n<2p. Then we have the homotopy element oc(Jm) in n^(LnSQ).
2

We prove Theorem 1.1 in §4 by a similar fashion to that of [SY]. In
other words, we construct a BP-based Adams tower from the E^-term,
which is shown to give an Adams-type spectral sequence converging to the
homotopy groups of the E"(?i)-localized spectrum by M. Hopkins and D.
Ravenel, recently. Unhappily, BP^(LnX)^Vnl BP^(X) for general X, and
we cannot apply the theorem of [SY] without any change.
This paper is organized as follows: In §2, we study the ring structure of
a telescope of a ring spectrum related to BP. We adjust the results of [SY]
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to fit to our case in §3 and prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 in §4 and
§5, respectively.

§2. BP-Hopf Module Spectra v~lBPJ
Let E be a ring spectrum and A. an E'-module spectrum with structure map
(j):E/\A-+A. We call a spectrum A E-quasi associative ring spectrum ([JY]),
if there is a multiplication jj,:A/\A-*A satisfying the following three
yconditions:
= 0(l A/i): Ef\A/\A-*A,
A, and

We fix a prime number p and consider the Brown-Peterson spectrum
BP is a ring spectrum, whose homotopy and BP^-homology groups are
Z(p)[vi,v2,...], and

where the degrees of the generators are degvn = degtn = 2pn — 2, which we
denote qn. We denote the unit map and the multiplication of BP by
i:S°-+BP and p.BPhBP^BP, respectively. We also denote 5P for the
cofiber of the unit map i.
Throughout this paper we fix a positive integer

n.
Let A be a .BP-module spectrum with structure map v:BP/\A^>A. Then
we have a self map vn:A-**L~qnA as in the above theorem induced from
the element vnEBP^. whose degree is qn = 2pn — 2. Suppose that any
composition of vn is not trivial. We then have the homotopy colimit
(telescope) lM = lim. Z"1'*"^, and n^(TA} = v~ln^(A). We consider the
following condition:
(2.1)
A consists of cells ex such that degea = r mod
0<r<2p-4.

2p — 2 with

We have the next lemma whose proof is due to T. Ohkawa.
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Lemma 2.2. Let Abe a BP-module spectrum and B a spectrum. Suppose
that nr(B) = Q unless r = 0 mod 2p — 2, and A satisfies the condition (2.1). Then
we have an isomorphism

Proof. Consider the ^-skeleton A® of A. Then we obtain a map
(tO (0 :^ (£) ->Z-«"^ (i+1) induced from the map vn: A-*T,-q"A. In other
words, it satisfies that vnii = n+i(vn)^ for the inclusion if. A^-*A. Let T'A
denote the homotopy colimit of the maps (vnYl\ Then we have a map
i: T'A-*TA given by the inclusions ip which induces an isomorphism
**•" n^(T'A)-^n^(TA) at each dimension. Thus the map i is a homotopy
equivalence.
We have Milnor's exact sequence

[T'A,B]

We notice that the group

^~iqnA(l\B

H m ^ ^ B -> 0.

is a subquotient of a direct sum

of homotopy groups nr(B) with deg r^Q mod 2p — 2 by the assumption on
A.

Thus we have ^~iqnA(i),B =0 by the assumption on B and we see

that the lim1 group is null.

Therefore we have the commutative diagram

m

in which f* and z* are isomorphisms. So i* is a monomorphism. On the
other hand, it is an epimorphism by the Milnor's exact sequence on
TA.
q.e.d.
Let A be a BP-module spectrum with structure map v: BP f\A-*A. We
call A BP-Hopf module spectrum if it is provided with BP-module map
r\'.A-*BPf\A such that vq = l and (1 f\r\)r\ = (l M A l)f/ for the identity
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map 1 (cf. [SY]).
It is known (cf. [R2]) that the pair (BP^ BP^(BP)) is a Hopf algebroid
with structure maps: the right and the left units rjR, rjL: BP^-tBP^BP), the
coproduct A: BP^(BP)-^BP^(BP)(^)BP^BP^(BP)
and the counit e: BP^(BP)
-»BP*, which are induced from t'Al, 1 At: BP-*BPf\BP, I MM:
BP
/\BP^>BPf\BP/\BP and fi: BP/\BP^BP, respectively. Let J: «0, aly •••
be a sequence of BP^. of finite length, and denote Jm for a subsequence
00, aly • • - , am-i of length m. (Jm) denotes the ideal of BP^. generated by
each entry ak of the sequence Jm, and especially, we put (J0) = 0. We call
the sequence Jm invariant if rjR(ak) = akmod(Jk) for 0<k<m, and regular
if the multiplication by ak: BP^./(Jk) -^BP^./(Jk) is a monomorphism for
0<k<m.
Let J: a0, aly • • • , a w -i be an invariant regular sequence of BP^. of length
n. Then there exists an BP-module spectrum BPJ with structure
v7: BPf\BPJ-*BPJ, whose homotopy groups are given by n^(BPJ) = BP^/ (J)
([B]). For subsequences Jm of J, these BPJm's fit into the cofiber sequence
(2.3)

Zdegfl-BPJm

£PJm ^ BPJm+i

Z degflw

where «m denotes the composition v J w (a m Al) for amEn^.(BP).
Furthermore,
it is a 5P-quasi associative ring spectrum and also is a jBP-Hopf module
spectrum if n<2p — 2, by [SY; Proposition 1.2].
By [BP] (cf. [P]), BP consists of cells of degree 0 mod 2p-2.
So using
the cofiber sequences (2.3) inductively, we see that BPJm satisfies the condition
(2.1) if m<2p-4. Put A(m) = TBPJm for m<n. Then we have the following
from Lemma 2.2, by an easy argument on limit and colimit.
Theorem 2.4. Let m be a positive integer with m<m'm{p — 2,n}, and
Jm is a subsequence of an invariant regular sequence J of length n. Then we
have a BP-quasi associative ring spectrum A(m) whose homotopy groups are
Vn1BP^/(Jm), which is also a BP- Hopf module spectrum.
Corollary 2.5.
§3.

For each integer n, Vn1BP is a ring spectrum.

Geometric Resolution and &-Adams Tower

First recall [SY] some facts and notations on PP-Hopf module
spectra. Define the structure maps by v = ^Al and 77 = ! A M I , and we
have a jBP-Hopf module spectrum BP /\X for any spectrum X. We call
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a BP-Hopf module spectrum A an extended BP-Hopf module spectrum if
A is homotopic to BP/\B for a BP-module spectrum B as jBP-Hopf module
spectrum. Note that an extended J5P-Hopf module spectrum A gives rise
to an extended BP^(BP)-comodu\Q A^.(X) = n^(A/\X) for any spectrum
X. Consider a sequence

We call the sequence a complex if the composition kjkj-i is null for each
7. Furthermore suppose that it is a sequence of E'-module spectra for a
ring spectrum E. We call it split if there exist ^-module maps sf Aj+i -»
^4j such that SjSj+i = 0 and kfj + s/+ 1&/+ 1 = 1 .
Now recall [SY] the definition of geometric resolution and /e-Adams
tower. Let E and M be BP-Hopf module spectra. We call a complex
G = {Gpdji GJ -» Gj+i}j>o an E-geometric resolution over M if it satisfies the
following three conditions:
(i) There exists a BP-Hopf module map d:M-^E/\G0 with (1 A
^0)<5 = 0.
(ii) The complex
*-+M-^E A GO^
splits as a sequence of HP-module spectra.
(iii) The entry E /\Gk of the complex is an extended BP-Hopf module
spectrum for each k>0.
Then we have
(3.1) [SY; Theorem 3.3] There exists a BP-geometric resolution G={Gk
= BPk l\E,dk: Gk-*Gk+i} over a BP-Hopf module spectrum E.
Consider a set X(k) = {Xj, a-p bp Cj}i<j<k of spectra Xj and maps
af. Xj-t^Xj-iybf. Xj-*Wj+i and cf. Wj-+Xp and an £"-geometric resolution
G = {Gpdj}j^o. Then we call X(k) k-Adams tower over G if it satisfies the
following properties:
(i) Xj-i —> Wj -> Xj -* H X j - i is a cofiber sequence, and
(ii) dj-i=bj-iCj-i

and dmbm-i=0 for each j with I<J<OT,

where XQ=WQ9 bQ = d0j c0 = l and 1 <m<co. We note that k- Adams tower
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is called &-factorized system in [SY]. If there exists a spectrum YJ such
that BP+(YJ) = Vn1BPt/(J), then the so-called BP- Adams tower for YJ is
an co-Adams tower in our sense. So this naming seems reasonable.
We call BPJ-module spectrum M quasi-associative if cpM(Vj/\l) =
BP/\BPJ/\M-»M and v M (l A<p M )(TAl) = <Ml Av M ) : BPJ t\
where <pM denotes the jBPJ-module structure map and
vM = (pM(jM) for the map j: BP-+BPJ.
Let F be a quasi-associative BPJ-module spectrum and G = {Gk,dk} a
BPJ-geometric resolution over M. As we remarked in [SY], the Kronecker
product K;: [EfGfc,F]^HomBpJ^(l?PJ^(G/c)sF5i.) is an isomorphism for each
k>0 if BPJ^Gk) is BPJ^-free.
(3.2) [SY; Theorem 4.6] Suppose that the length of J is less than p — 1 . Let
G = {Gk,dk}h>o be a BP-geowietric resolution over M such that M ond Gk for
k>0, are quasi- as so dative BPJ -module spectra with n^(Gk) BPJ^-free and
n^(Gh) = Q unless * = 0 mod 2p-2. If ExtZpJfe?* l (M^ , Ms|8) = 0 for all m>l
and teAj, then G admits an co-Adams tower X(oo). Moreover, its co-Adams
tower is uniquely given if ExiBP^BP)+t(M^3M^) = Q for all m>l and
Here,
.+ l and e - e 0 ,

for an invariant regular sequence J:a0, • • • , an-i.
By virtue of Lemma 2.2, the Kronecker product K stays an isomorphism
even if we replace Gk by TGk = lJTn^Gk, under the assumption that F satisfies
(2.1). By taking the telescope T, we obtain a BP-geometric resolution
TG={TGk = l§Pk/\TE,dk:TGk-*TGk+i} over a BP-Hopf module spectrum
TE from (3.1). Now put E = BPJm, and we see that it satisfies the condition
of (3.2), and we rewrite (3.1—2) to fit to our case:
Theorem 33 Assume that 0<m<n<p-l. If
Vn 1 BP^ /(Jm)) = 0 for all k>0 and £eAj m , then we have an co-Adams tower
X(co) over the BP-geometric resolution TG = {TGk,dk} obtained from (3.2) over
Vn l BPJm . Furthermore, it is uniquely given if Ext|J jfcpj" f (BP^ , Vn l BP^ / ( Jm))
= 0 for all k>0 and te AJm.
Here the uniqueness follows from
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Theorem 3.48 Consider a map f={fn}:G—>H of BP-geometric resolutions
over vn l BPJ. If ExtfcJ j&td +t(BP*, Vn 1 BP* /(JJ) - 0 for all k > 0 and t e AJ}
then we have a map f={fnyfn}:X(co)-*Y(vo)
of co-Adams towers.
Proof.

Recall [SY] that

(3.5) [SY; Proposition 4.3] Let G={Gk,dk}k>o and G' = {Gidi}k>o be
E-geometric resolutions over M and N, respectively, and X(m) = {Xj}i<j<m and
X'(m) = {Xj}i<j<m be their m-Adams towers. Given a map g:G-*G' of
complexes, there exists a map f(m): X(m)—*X'(m) of m-Adams towers if
[S Gk, Gif + 2] = 0 and the sequence \Y,Xk -1, Gi] —*• [S^Tfe -1, Gi +1] —> [2^^ -1, Gi + 2]
are exact for all k with \<k<m.
Then the theorem follows immediately from (3.5), since we see by
Lemma 2.2 that the hypothesis of the theorem satisfy the conditions of
(3.5).
q.e.d.
§4.

Spectrum whose Vn1 BF^-Homology Is Vn1 BP^/(Jm)

For m<n, we have the change of rings theorem
, /(/J) = Ext&, <E(n)) (E(n)., £(«). / (JJ),
for the Johnson-Wilson spectrum E(n) which has the coefficient ring
Z(P) [v j, • • •, vni Vn 1 ] c: Vn 1 BP^. The spectrum E(n) is defined to be a spectrum
that represents the homology theory E(n)^(X) = E(n)^0BP^BP^.(X).
In
[Rl, (10.11)], Ravenel computed to show
Extfi^,,,,,^!,),,, E(n)JIn) = 0
for s>n2-\-n — m by using the chromatic spectral sequence. Now use the
Filtration Theorem fJY; Theorem 1.16], and we have the following
Lemma 4.1. If 0<m<n<p — 1, then
ExtEyBp) (BP+, vn 1 BP* I (JJ) = 0
for any integers s with s>n2-\-n-m and t.
Lemma 4,2, Let X(ao) = (Xj,aj,bj,Cj)

be an oo-Adams tower over
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the geometric resolution TG = { TGk, dk} over Vn 1BP J^. in Theorem 3.2.
v^BP^jmXt)
as BP^-module.

^

Then

VnlBP^/(J)

See [R2; Definition 2.1.10] for a definition of IjmX\.

Proof. Applying BP^-homology to the tower X(co), we obtain an exact
couple, which gives an Adams-type spectral sequence. By the definition of
geometric resolution, we see that the £"2-term is given by ES2* = Q for s>0
and E*2* = v^iBP^/(J). Therefore this spectral sequence collapses and
converges to jBP^(limJ£.).
q.e.d.
Now applying Lemmas 4.1—2 to Theorem 3.3, we get
Theorem 4.3. Let Jm be an invariant regular sequence of length m.
n + n<2p, then there exists a spectrum YJm such that

If

2

v^BP^YJJ

£

V?BPJ(JJ

as BP ^-module.

§5.

The Greek Letter Elements

Let E(n) be the Johnson-Wilson spectrum with E(n)^ = Z(P) [v^ , • • • , v „, Vn l]
and it gives rise to a homology theory E(n)^.(X) = E(n)^.^)EP^BP^(X) for
any spectrum X. In the same way as [MRW], we define the Greek letter
elements in the E^-term of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence computing
n^(LnS°). Let Jm: <z0, • • • , am-\ be an invariant regular sequence of E(n)^
with m<n. Then am gives a cycle of Extl\*UEm(E(ri)^E(ri)^l '(Jm)) for
Jm. We use here an abbreviation: Hs'tM=ExtSE(n^(E(n))(E(n)^.yM)
for an
E(ri)^ (£'(«))-comodule M. Using this abbreviation, we have amEH°'*E(n)j./
(Jm).

For each k, the short exact sequence 0 —» E(n)^./(Jk)

—>

E(n)^/(Jk)

-> E(n)^/(Jk+i)
-> 0 gives the associated connecting homomorphism
dk:Hs>*E(n)J(Jk+l) -> Hs+i'*E(n)J(Jk).
Now define an m-th Greek letter
element g(Jm) associating to the sequence Jm by

(5.1)
We

have

shown

that

the

existence of spectra

YJm

such

that
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YJm) = E(n)J(Jm)

by Theorem 4.3, since £(«),( 5VJ =£(»), <g>».

Lemma 5.2. Let m be an integer with 0<m<n and n2+n<2p. Then
there exists a self map am:YJm -» YJm whose cofiber is YJ m +i, and so

Proof. By Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 4.1, the map am: TBPJm -> TBPJm
induces the map between the Adams towers, and hence we have a map
ara: YJm -» YJm such that BP,(oJ = am.
q.e.d.
The condition on m and n indicates that the Adams-Novikov spectral
sequence collapses, and so the cycle am in H^'^Ety^KJ^ survives to
FJm*. By Lemma 5.2, we have cofiber sequences
YJk % YJk

YJk+i

for each k<n with E(ri)^(YJk) = E(n)^/(Jk) and E(n)#(ak) = ak, which induces
the exact sequence
0 -> E(n)J(Jk)

'4 E(n)J(Jt)

'" E(n)J(Jt+i) -* 0.

Now recall [JMWZ] the Geometric Boundary Theorem. Let J? denotes a
ring spectrum with E^(E) is flat over ^SJ8. Then the E-Adams spectral
sequence has the E^-term

The class x€Ef2*(X) is said to converge to xen^(X) provided that
(i)
x is a permanent cycle representing the class {#} e £"«,*( X);
(ii) xeFfn^(X) for the Adams filtration F'; and
(iii) The homomorphism F^XyF^^n^X)
-* £"^(^T) sends the
coset ^ + ^ + 17i^(^) to {x}.
(5.3)

[R2; Theorem 2.3.4] Let E be a ring spectrum with unit such that E^

is commutative and E+(E) is flat over £

Let W ^ X ^ Y -^ T.W be a
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Y), then 6(x) converges to h^(x)£
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If #£ £"!,'*( ^0 converges to

Here <5: £"*'*( Y) -> E*'*(W) is the connecting homomorphism of Ext
groups. By [H; Lemma 6.2], we see that this theorem is applied to our
case. For an invariant regular sequence Jm, we define a homotopy element

*(Jm) by
(5-4)

<*(Jm)=joj\

'•'jm-2am-lim-2'-i1i0en*(LnS°).

Then by (5.3), we see that g(Jm) converges to aL(Jm)En+(LnS°).
In fact,
YJG = LnS° since the spectrum lim^Tf of oo-Adams tower for v~lBP is
homotopic to LnS°, which is shown by Hopkins and Ravenel.
Consider the localization map rjn: S° -> LnS°. Then comparing the
E^-terms of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequences leads us to the statement
that the map f/ M # : n^(S°) -» n^(LnS°) sends the Greek letter elements to the
Greek letter elements. For example, *ln*(Mk) = tt(p,vJ{) and */„*(/?*) = a(/>,^i,^2)Furthermore, n^.(LnSQ) contains more such elements than n^(S0) does. For
example, it contains a(p,vl9v2,v3,V4) that may be called 5k.
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